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1. A group G is said to have a dual if there exists a group G and a 
dual-isomorphism of the lattice of all subgroups of G onto the lattice of all 
subgroups of G. 
Baer has shown that a group with dual is periodic and has determined 
the structure of the abelian groups with duals [I]. Nilpotent groups and 
finite solvable groups with duals have been characterized by Suzuki [5]; 
in [7] is proved that finite groups with duals are solvable. In [6] the structure 
of the solvable groups with duals has been determined; it turns out that 
their lattice is autodual. In [8] is shown that a locally solvable group with 
dual is solvable. 
Our object here is to prove that also a locally finite group with dual is 
solvable. 
2. (Notation and basic results.) L(G) lattice of all subgroups of G, 
(1) identical subgroup, (x} cyclic group generated by X, Z( p”) quasi-cyclic 
p-group, C,(N) centralizer of H in K, Z(H) center of H, H’ derived group, 
H Q K H normal in K; E the lattice automorphism of G induced by the 
inner automorphism defined by the element X. 
We shall frequently use the following results. 
(2.1). If a finite OY a locally solvable group G is dual-isomorphic to a 
group G, then G and G are both solvable; a solvable group has a dual if and 
only if it is a direct product of finite groups of mutually prime orders, each 
direct factor being either a P-group or a non Hamiltonian modular p-group. 
(2.2). Let H be a locally $nite not locally solvable group. Then H contains 
a lattice invariant prefect subgroup G with H/G solvable; any automorphism 
of L(G) preserves the orders of subgroups. 
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(2.3). Let N be a normal subgroup of aJinite group G, and v a projectivity 
of 6. NQ is a normal subgroup of Go if one of the follozkg conditions is satis$ed: 
1. GIN isperfect. 
2. N is pelfect. 
3. The ordeer of N is relatively prime to the index [G : K] and 97 presewes 
the orders of subgroups. 
4. G/N contains no proper solvable normal subgroup. 
lf G is perfect, then GQ’ is perfect and (Z(G))m = Z(Gq). 
(2.4). Let G be a locally finite group and H a finite pecfect subgroup with 
Z(H) = {l}. Then fey any automorphism 4’, ofL(G), C,(H”) = (CG(H))$, 
(2.5). The lattice L(G) of subgroups of the group G is a direct product 
of the nontrivial lattices L, and L, if and only if G is a direct product of groups 
G, arzd G, such that L(G,) N Li and the order of an31 element of G, is finire 
and relatively prime to the order, of any element of 6, . 
A proof of the first statement of (2.1) can be found in [7] and [8], of the 
second one in [6]; a proof of (2.2) is given in [S, p. 2291, of (2.3) in [5, 
pp. 50-511, of (2.5) in (5, p. 51; (2.4) is an easy consequence of (2.3). 
3. Now we show: 
LEMMA 1. Let the locally finite group G be dual-isomorphic to the group G. 
If G has n.o normal solvable subgroup N f {lj-, then e is perfect. 
Proof. Let v be a dual-isomorphism of G onto G, and assume G # c?; 
take a subgroup H of G of order prime p such that G < Hm < G. Let x 
be an element of G such that H” f H; then Hxw A Hm is a maximal subgroup 
of Hm and H”a, hence H and Hz are maximal subgroups of the finite group 
D, = H v HZ; it follows that D, is either a group of order ps or else a 
group of order pq” (p, q distinct primes) where the q-Sylow subgroup Q 
is a normal elementary abelian group. Let L be a subgroup of order q of D, ; 
since p v (LQ A Ha) = (QQ’ v Ha) A LQ we conclude that Q A (L v H)= 
(Q A H) v L = L, hence Q =: L and D, is a nonabelian group of order pq. 
But then there exists a subgroup K of D, such that H v K = H v fis, 
K A H” = (1); therefore Dzm = Ha A K” = i?IO A f$“’ 4 H”’ v Km =f?, 
and c/D,* is a P-group. We conclude that the normal group N = VIEG N’ == 
\ixEG D, is solvable, since it is dual-isomorphic to the solvable group 
if7kc.G D,- (2.1); this contradiction proves the lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. A locally jnite group with dual and finite 2-Sylow subgroups 
is solvable. 
Proof. Let A be a locally finite not locally solvable group with dual 
and let R(,4) denote the subgroup generated by all normal locally solvable 
subgroups of 8. A/R(A) is by (2.1) not identical, has a dual and does not 
contain a proper normal solvable subgroup. Let us assume the lemma not 
true. We choose among the locally finite not locally solvable groups H with 
duals, in which R(H) = (1) and the 2-Sylow subgroups are finite, a group 
G in which the order P of the 2-Sylow subgroups is as small as possible. 
By the Feit-Thompson theorem [2] and by (2.1), we have a: > 1 and G 
of infinite order; by (2.2) we may assume G also perfect. Let us distinguish 
two cases: 
(i) In G there is an element c of order 2 which permutes with a non- 
identical element of odd order. 
Denote with UC the group generated by all elements of prime order 
which permute with c; the group U,/(c) has a dual by (2.2), hence is solvable. 
Therefore in U,.(c) a 2-Sylow subgroup has a normal nonidentical comple- 
ment N/(c) (2.2). It follows that N = (c) x L, with L # (1) and with all 
its elements of odd order. If now $ is an automorphism of L(G), then L* = L 
as soon as (c>” = (c). We conclude that N(L@) > (c)@ where q denotes 
a dual-isomorphism of G onto G, and since (c)q v L = e we get La Q c. 
Th e group L is local1 y solvable [2] and has a dual, hence e/L is solvable (2.1); 
but G is perfect (Lemma l), therefore G = LQ, that is L = (11, a contradic- 
tion. 
(ii) In G the centralizer of any element of order 2 is a 2-group. 
Take an element c of order prime p f 2, and denote with U, the group 
generated by all elements of G of order prime which permute with c. U,/(c) 
is locally solvable [2] with dual, hence (2.1) its Sylow subgroups are of 
finite order. It follows that if G has a p-Sylow subgroup S of infinite order, 
S contains a Z( pm)-group H. Let then (a) be the subgroup of order p of H, 
and set U = VxeCa)q (H)‘Jz where $, = v.+-l. U/(a) has dual and is locally 
solvable, hence its Sylow subgroups are finite, a contradiction to H < U. 
G is therefore a locally finite infinite group with finite Sylow subgroups. 
Since G contains an abelian group of infinite order [3], G contains elements 
of prime order, whose centralizers are not p-groups. Among these elements 
choose one c of minimal order? and denote as before with UC the group 
generated by all elements of order prime which permute with c. U,/(cj is 
locally solvable [2] with dual; using now the same argument as in (i), one 
again derives a contradiction. The lemma is thus completely proved. 
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LEMMA 3. If G is a nonidentical locally jnite group m?h dual, then 
G’ f G. 
Proof. If R(G), the subgroup generated by all locally solvable normal 
subgroups coincides with G? then G is a locally solvable group with dual, 
hence solvable (2.1) and therefore G’ f G. 
Assume now R(G) f: G. Let ‘p be a dual-isomorphism of .Y(G) onto 9(G); 
if we set G, = G/R(G) and G1 = (R(G))m, then p induces a dual-isomorphism 
v1 between the nonidentical group G1 and the group Gr , which is perfect 
(Lemma 1). 
(a) If H is a nonlocally solvable subgroup of 6, then C = C,(N) 
coincides with Z(H) and is of finite order. 
If U is not locally solvable, then H contains a finite perfect subgroup 
3 f (11, such that B/R(B) is simple. Since Col(B) > C, to conclude it is 
enough to prove (a) for finite perfect groups H # (l}, with H/R(H) simple. 
We distinguish two cases: 
(4 Wf) = U). 
From C A H = {l}, we get CQ~ v H@l = Gr , and since for all automor- 
phisms of L(G), (C(H))b = C(H*) (2.4), we conclude that Cal is normal in Gr . 
Set L = V,,,,, (H)$z, ($J$ = @&); then 01 < P?&,Q~) and L is a 
perfect group (2.3) with C < C,I(L). If we set 4 = L/L A C, B = C/L A C: 
a E LQpl * Cw, jj zzz Qnp1 * p1, y1 determines a dual-isomorphism ,Y 
of D = A v B = A x B onto D = 2 v B = 2 x B, where 2 = &, 
B = Bx. 
Assume the existence of a group s < D of order p”, p a prime, such that 
s h A = (a>, s h B = (bj, 3, 6 elements of order p. Put H = (iis); then 
P v B = D since H A B = (1). Hence the canonical projection of P into iz 
is onto, and therefore P A A Q A; now A/P A B is dual-isomorphic to - - 
%s v A/A N (&), hence A/P A A is of prime order, thus B is not perfect, 
a contradiction. We conclude that L@ x B) = L(g) x L(B) (2.5); but then 
also L(D) = L(A) x L(B) and therefore the orders of the elements of A 
and B are relative prime (2.5). Since the nonsolvable group H is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of A, we conclude that B is a locally solvable group [2]; 
therefore such is also C since L A C < Z(C). But C has a dual, thus GJCQ~ 
is solvable, hence CQ~ = Gr , C = (1) (2.1). 
(4 fW) f 1. 
Set C = C,JH) and Z = C A H = Z(H). For x E HQQ we then get as 
consequence of (2.3) and (2.4): Z = Z*x = H A C** Q H v c’$ H v C**/Z = 
H/Z x C&x/Z. Therefore if T = VsEHpl C&x, T/Z centralizes H/Z, hence 
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Z < T A H < R(H). We show that R(H) = Z and hence 1‘ A H = Z. 
In fact set M = R(H) and U = Vz:EMP1 H*x, where 4, = ~~~v;l; then 
M CI U by (2.3), and U/M has dual. The group U is perfect since generated 
by perfect groups (2.3). C = C,(M) has finite index in U, hence U/Al v C 
is a finite perfect group with dual, thus U = n/r v C. Since UfC N M/M A C, 
U/C is solvable, therefore C = U, thus R(H) = Z(H). For x E 2~1 we then 
get 2 = Z&x = T*x A H*x Q Ttia since H*z (3 (T v H)“z (2.3); but also 
2 = 2”~ = Z(U”x) (2.3), therefore Z 4 (T v H)$x. We conclude that if we 
set F = VZEZqI (HT)*r, the group F/Z has dual; in F/Z, H/Z is simple not 
abelian, hence by (b,), C,,,(H/Z) = (I}, and since C,,z(H/Z) 3 T/Z 3 
C/Z, we conclude that C = Z. 
(b) We are now able to derive a contradiction from the assumption 
G,’ = GI . 
G, is not solvable, hence its 2-Sylow subgroups are of infinite order 
(Lemma 2); let 5 denote such a group. 5’ then contains an abelian group 
of infinite order [3], therefore S contains either an infinite elementary 
abelian group E or else S satisfies the minimal condition for subgroups 
(cf. [4], vol. II, p. 231), in which case S has a unique abelian divisible normal 
subgroup E of finite index. Write now, if possible, E as a direct product of 
two infinite groups El , Ez , and set UEi = V,,,? Ep, i == 1, 2, i fi i. Since 
the automorphisms of 9(G,) are not singular (2.2), CGl(U,i) > Ei and 
the group L = El v U~lIE, has a dual and contains a group isomorphic 
to E, ; therefore L (2.1), and hence also lJE, is not a locally solvable group; 
by (a) then CGL( UEi) is finite; but C(UE1) > El , hence a contradiction. 
We are left with the case in which each 2-Sylow subgroup S of G contains 
a unique normal subgroup E of finite index isomorphic to Z(2”). For given S, 
consider the normalizer d’-(H) in G of a subgroup H of E. It is not difficult 
to see, taking into account the structure of S, (2.2) and (2.3), that (N(H))” = 
Jlr(H$) for every automorphism of 9(G). It follows that A’(E)[E has a 
dual, and since its 2-Sylow subgroups are finite, we get (Lemma 2 and (2.1)) 
A’-(E)/E = S/E v C/E, where C 4 N(E) and C = E x T; we conclude 
that T*s = T for x E Eql, hence TOI <i Gr and (?JT-l is solvable (2.1); 
therefore TQ~ = G i , since Gi is perfect (Lemma 1); it follows that N(E) x S. 
Let II be a finite subgroup of E of order 34. The infinite group N(H)/H 
has a dual, hence it cannot be a 2-group (2.1). Let a be an element of order 
prime p f 2, which permutes with the elements of H, and denote with 17, 
the subgroup of G generated by all the elements of order 4 which permute 
with a. Then the group U, v (aj/(a> has a dual (2.2) and the 2-Sylow 
subgroups are finite since A?(E) is a 2-group. Thus U& v (a)/(a) = 
L/(aj x M/(a), where L/(a) denotes the 2-SyIow subgroup of U, v (a)/(a> 
(2.1); but L = (a> x P and therefore P is a normal 2-Sylow subgroup. 
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But then for x E (a)@l, Ptix =: P since iIJ% = U . We conclude that 
.&-(PQ~) > Pa1 v (a>~1 = G, and since cl/P”1 is solvikle (2.1) we must have 
PQ = (?I i.e. N .< P =z {I), a contradiction. 
This last contradiction concludes the proof of the Lemma 3. 
THEOREM. A locally finite group G has a dual if and only if G is n dir-ect 
product of fi t g p f ni e vou s o mutually prime orders each direct factor beilzg either 
a P-group or a non Hamiltonian modular p-group. 
Proof. Necessity. Assume R(G) f G; then G/R(G) contains a perfect 
nonidentical subgroup with dual (2.2). But this is impossible by Lemma 3; 
therefore R(G) = G, and the conclusion now follows from (2,l). For the 
sufficiency see (2.1). 
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